Our worldviews deeply affect how we engage with the content we wish to share.

How?

Everyone practices intuitive epistemology all the time. The primary reason we seek the facts, evidence, and reliable sources that result only from evidence-backed positions is because we know that this is how two people can approach the same topic, such as climate change in the Civil War, and come to radically different conclusions.

This is how two people can approach a single topic, such as climate change in the Civil War, and come to radically different conclusions.

And we can do it.

A theory of intuitive epistemology is a process and a study of establishing facts, that acknowledges how individual values and life experiences deeply affect the questions individuals ask of a subject, and thus the answers they form.

As we look across the population, we tend to find clusters that form less main clusters, and these patterns and clusters reflect the polarization in our society.

CAVEAT!

Not everyone falls neatly into a category. Everyone is different. We all know that.

Typically, one person can easily move from one category to another. So it is NOT appropriate to make assumptions about other. So it is NOT appropriate to make assumptions about everyone.

Wrong!

Our worldviews deeply affect how we engage with the content we wish to share.

To be continued……